Abstract-This paper presents a decentralized fuzzy controller for a large-scale nonlinear power system and interconnections represented by nonlinear functions. The effectiveness of the proposed decentralized fuzzy controller is illustrated by considering a two-turbo generator system and related load frequency control. The simulation results verify the merits of the proposed controller.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, control design for large scale systems and effort to extend it has attracted much attention. Research in control of large scale systems is motivated by the many emerging applications that employ novel actuation devices for active control of power systems, industrial automation, cooperating robotics systems, and aerospace processes. Centralized control for the large scale systems is usually impractical due to the requirement of a large amount of information exchanges between subsystems and the lack of computing capacity. Knowing that in large-scale systems, practically nonlinear functions, as well as nonlinear interconnections between subsystems are unknown, their approximation is needed. Neural networks and fuzzy models have been considered as a general tool for modeling nonlinear functions [1] . [2] [3] [4] [5] introduced the feedback linearization control for large scale power systems and [6] [7] presented frequency-domain technique for multivariable large scale systems. [8] [9] introduced robust adaptive and sliding mode control for large scale power systems, respectively. Hence, in some of the above-mentioned papers, for simplification the model of turbine and generator has been considered by first order function block. This work proposes a decentralized fuzzy control scheme for a twoturbo generator nonlinear systems and assuming the interconnections are of high order, unknown and nonlinear. The paper is organized as follows. Formulation and modeling of large scale power system are introduced in section II. In section III the decentralized fuzzy controller scheme is presented for large scale power system with considering the nonlinear interactions between the subsystems and in section IV the simulation results are demonstrated the effectiveness of decentralized fuzzy technique. Finally, section V concludes the paper.
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Ahsan Raja Chowdhury is with the department of computer science and engineering, University of Dhaka, Dhaka, Bangladesh (e-mail: farhan717@cse.univdhaka.edu). II. LARGE -SCALE POWER SYSTEM MODELLING Large-scale power system can be represented using differential algebraic equations (DAE). The differential algebraic equations represent the generator dynamic and power flow constraints are given respectively by
where di I and qi I satisfy the following equation:
where i is the number of generators , N is the number of the buses , ' 
Since elements of s R are usually very small, we assume the s R as a null vector. Substituting (5) and (6) into (3) produces:
That is equal as 
Considering the ith elements of the above equations, we obtain
where ij R and ij X are the ith and jth element of R and X respectively. In above equation, A and B are defined according to
. Now, consider the excitation and speed governor system equations in ith machine as described by:
where Uf and UG are excitation system and speed governor control signal, respectively. Here, consider the connection of two interconnected machines in Fig. 2 . The state equation of each machine can be expressed by
By the above assumptions for each machine the nonlinear fuzzy controller discussed below is designed to control and stabilize the system in face of a load disturbance occurred in system.
III. NONLINEAR FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLER
This section presents a fuzzy controller for (12) with nonlinear interconnection functions. The method of fuzzification has found increasing applications in power systems. The applications of fuzzy sets signify a major enhancement of power systems analysis by avoiding heuristic assumptions in practical cases. This is because fuzzy sets could be deployed properly to represent power system uncertainties. The operation principle of a fuzzy logic controller is similar to a human operator. It performs the same actions as a human operator does by adjusting the input signal looking at only the system output. A fuzzy logic based controller consists of three sections namely fuzzifier, rule base, and defuzzifier. The inputs are first fuzzified and converted to fuzzy membership values that are used in the rule base in order to execute the related rules so that an output can be generated. Membership Function (MF) specifies the degree to which a given input belongs to a set. The membership functions of the fuzzy logic controller presented in Fig.3 consist of three memberships functions (inputs1 and input2 and one-output). Each membership function has seven memberships, comprising two trapezoidal and five triangular memberships. All memberships are selected to describe all linguistic variables. Fuzzy rules are conditional statement that specifies the relationship among fuzzy variables. These rules help us to describe the control action in quantitative terms and have been obtained by examining the output response to corresponding inputs to the fuzzy controller. In order to model the actions that a human operator would decide whether the u, in the controller output is to be increased or decreased according to the error (e) and its deviation (Δe), it is necessary to observe the behaviors of the signal e and its Δe on different operating regions in Fig. 3 . The output u from the fuzzy logic controller is the change that is required to increase or decrease the overall control action to the controlled system. Therefore, the signs of e and  Δe are used to determine the signs of u, which determines whether the overall control signal is to be increased. 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
In this section, we apply the proposed decentralized fuzzy controller to control two areas of power system which is connected through a tie line. The numerical values of the physical parameters of each area are shown in Table 1 . To show the effectiveness of the proposed method, two different controllers are studied in order to compare the results. We will first demonstrate how a simple decentralized proportional plus integral (PI) controller, would control the system. Frequency deviations after a step load disturbance are considered. Frequency deviations in area 1 and 2 with PI controller are shown in figures 4 and 5. We find the PI controller does not provide good control performance. The decentralized fuzzy controller proposed in Section 4 is then applied to the system. Figures 4 and 5 show the simulation results for the designed controller. Finally, the frequency control effects of conventional PI and fuzzy logic controllers are evaluated under different random step load variations that are applied to first area as indicated in Fig 6 . The result of the frequency deviations of the first area is shown in Fig.7 .
And in Fig.8 the result of T m -T e is shown under the different random step load change which previously discussed. Comparing the results in Fig. 4 , 5, 7 and 8, it can be observed that the proposed decentralized fuzzy controller presents a more desirable performance. In this paper fuzzy logic controller is proposed for load frequency control scheme of a two area interconnected power systems with nonlinearities and interactions between areas. Both conventional PI controller and fuzzy logic controller are used to compare the results in which it was shown that due to the fix value of PI gains, PI controller did not provide good control performance and the fuzzy logic controller presented a more desirable performance. 
